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• Integrated Control Systems (ICS) & Operational Information Technology (OIT)
SATOC: Turn Key solution provides design, install, protect & defend, and
onsite support for system operations, turnover, and training.
• Tribal One Construction (T1 Construction, LLC) is a 100% Tribally owned,
SBA certified 8(a) firm that serves government and commercial clients from its
North Bend, OR corporate office and from its satellite offices in Eugene, OR;
Centennial, CO; and Colorado Springs, CO. Tribal One businesses fulfill
contracts in the construction and communications technology sectors.
• Goliath Solutions Group, LLC is a Cyber Security and Managed Services
company providing services across several market sectors to include
Department of Defense (DoD), Department of Energy (DoE), Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) other Federal Agencies, Oil & Gas, manufacturing,
energy, healthcare and finance.
• Tetra Tech, based in Pasadena, CA, is a full-service consulting and
engineering firm with a substantial global presence. We help our clients
conceptualize and execute innovative solutions to their most difficult
problems. From front-end science and planning to design, construction
management, and operations, Tetra Tech’s global service network provides
best-in-class experts with worldwide project experience.
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Overview

• Defining the problem / why we care
• Why ICS is different than IT
• Traditional approaches
• Machine learning
• Protecting to Level 0
• Defensible Plug-and-Play Network Backbone
Concept
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What are the issues
• Pervasive Problems
1. Supply chain issues, inherently insecure COTS, insider threats
2. Highly automated and skilled adversaries
3. There are no secure enclaves - breach after breach after breach…
4. “Air Gaps” can’t secure a system – see Stuxnet and Ukraine attacks…

• Pervasive Needs
1. Must have 100% network situational awareness
2. Must have data assurance and integrity
3. Must be able to detect network anomalies at the source
4. Must preserve mission critical functions in spite of pervasive problems
5. Must be able to operate without perfect trust
6. Must be able to establish, maintain and restore trust in cyber systems

• Continuous Trust Restoration: Resilient Technology
 A concept to overcome pervasive problems
 A concept to preserve mission critical functions
 A concept to establish, maintain and restore trust in cyber systems
 Start Secure, Stay Secure, Return Secure
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The Problem: Critical Infrastructure & Industrial Control Systems
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Critical Infrastructure operations
rely on critical infrastructure and
ICS



Electric power, fuel, water, waste
water, building automation, HVAC



Cyber protection of ICS at DoD
installations is lacking



No way to replicate a facility’s
ICS to conduct R&D and testing
of ICS defense

A Cybersecurity Approach with Machine
Learning for ICS – In the beginning…..
• ICS security was much simpler before the web or
before it became the “buzz”
• Vendors designed control systems with
automation and reliability in mind not security
• Then the internet creeped in, and with it, the
threat of connectivity-enabled attacks that don’t
require physical access to plants or their
systems
• A.I.C vs C.I.A

Playing Catchup

• Let’s be honest, I.T. Cybersecurity has a tremendous head
start on ICS/O.T. Cybersecurity
• Because of this, ICS/O.T. security must adapt quicker and
come up with better solutions from the start
• Not only do we need to worry about I.T. related threats but
O.T. specific threats

We All Know The Challenges of OT Security
o Industry never designed legacy systems for the Information
Age
o Cyber security not considered at install and adding on old
tech is difficult
o Vendor software often runs on unpatched or unsupported
operating systems (Windows 95, 98, XP…etc)
o Industry engineers are not trained to be cyber security
experts.
o Cyber security experts are not industrial engineers….hard
to find both
o Information overload
o Industry operators have exponentially more information to
monitor.
o Too much data.
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Current Solutions for Critical Infrastructures Industries

• Retread of IT capabilities for OT/ICS  Proven it doesn’t
work
• Traditionally, cyber security relied on rules-based or
signature-based pattern matching.
– Find malware and generate signatures
– Only detects malware that is known – it has to match a virus definition or signature

• “AI”-powered cyber attacks are on the rise
– Such attacks hide definitive characteristics and signatures
– We will lose if we stick with the same defensive game plan

• ML will be the alternative to traditional cybersecurity
solutions.
– Algorithms analyze the behavior of the program, characterize it using machine
learning, and identify that behavior is predictive of malicious code
– Statistical & behavioral analysis

The old IT way security does not protect ICS devices!

Things I’ve been told on Assessments
• It’s a “closed network”
– In 2011 I demonstrated that I could shut down a power system by hacking the GPS.
Imagine what I can do now.

• Why would anyone want to attack me?
– Pizza plot attack

• I could tell if we were hacked because I watch my HMI
– Ask the guys in Iran about spoofing attacks

• We don’t have any modems on our networks
– I found 78 on a fuel management systems that was connected to their corporate
network for billing

• I don’t care who’s on my network, as long as I can get my product
from point “A” to point “B”
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Protection is focused at the top…proven threats also exist at the
bottom

Shodan makes life easy – An Example

Pretty Easy Right?

• This is the very first tool I use for Assessments
• People make mistakes
• People switch jobs – USAF example
• New systems get added
• Billing, maintenance, testing etc
• Acquisitions
• How many devices do I have…How many networks do I have?

I had no idea

• All of that was 100% in the clear and very easy to do
• BAS technician doesn’t have an IT background
• Every BAS out there has had security vulnerabilities and they
will continue to in the future
• The reality is that people writing software are…. People
• BAS device shouldn’t be exposed to the Internet but they are

How Do We Protect

• IP-enabled industrial control systems should be isolated within a
dedicated network segment and accessed over an encrypted,
authenticated channel such as a VPN.
– These systems typically have limited built-in security controls and need all the help
they can get to operate in a secure manner.

• Strong passwords, detailed logging, and frequent security updates can
help protect these systems from unauthorized tempering.
• The bad guys know and are trained on current defensive tools and
strategies
• Must be better than they are
– Faster, Outside the Box thinking and solutions

• Understand your “Digital Footprint” and do things to minimize it

Plug & Play Defensible Backbone Concept

• Approach proposed for Defense Critical Infrastructure Program
assets at Cheyenne Mountain Air Force Station
• PWS called for:
– Resilient, survivable, reliable, high-availability, defensible, recoverable,
redundant, and secure
– Where feasible, make it autonomous (to reduce man-hours for
monitoring/defense)
– End-to-end physical and cyber security with layered-defense/defense-in-depth
methodologies
– Strong segmentation between networks, enclaves, zones

Plug & Play Defensible Backbone Concept
• Key concepts in design:
– Upgraded common network backbone for all ICS/FRCS/OT systems
• Industrial area using NEMA-type enclosures and ruggedized switches
• Normal comm closet/mechanical room using half-racks
• Integrated through a pair of core switches with a firewall setup to
manage traffic in/out of the system
– Separate security overwatch system using ML type devices
• Identify problems based upon behavior
• Monitors to the true Level 0

Plug & Play Defensible Backbone Concept

• Benefits
– Can integrate all subordinate systems onto the backbone through VLAN using
VRF
– Can be integrated using existing fiber pathways into highly resilient, redundant,
reliable, highly-available network topologies based upon DCIP asset need
– Real time threat monitoring (behavior changes, configuration changes, access
attempts) and ability to isolate until threat eliminated
– Gives Cyber Squadron MDT(s) the tools to remotely execute a tasked mission
(e.g. analytics, forensics, find, characterize, track, target, engage, etc.) across
the ICS/OT terrain using a specialized interface—interoperable with current MDT
toolkit!
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